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ABSTRACT Irregular human behaviors and univariate datasets remain as two main obstacles of data-driven
energy consumption predictions for individual households. In this study, a hybrid deep learning model is
proposed combining an ensemble long short term memory (LSTM) neural network with the stationary
wavelet transform (SWT) technique. The SWT alleviates the volatility and increases the data dimensions,
which potentially help improve the LSTM forecasting accuracy. Moreover, the ensemble LSTM neural
network further enhances the forecasting performance of the proposed method. Verification experiments
were performed based on a real-world household energy consumption dataset collected by the ‘UK-DALEąŕ
project. The results show that, with a competitive training efficiency, the proposed method outperforms all
compared state-of-art methods, including the persistent method, support vector regression (SVR), long short
term memory (LSTM) neural network and convolutional neural network combining long short term memory
(CNN-LSTM), with different step sizes at 5, 10, 20 and 30 minutes, using three error metrics.
INDEX TERMS Energy consumption, forecasting, long short term memory, wavelet transform.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data-driven energy consumption forecasting methods, which
predicts the short-term future energy consumption values
based on historical data, are important elements in the process
of building information modeling (BIM) [1], [21], [36]. The
short-term and very short-term energy consumption forecast-
ing techniques are useful for residential energy demand-side
management, electricity price market design, energy effi-
ciency and maintenance scheduling of large-scale complex
smart power grids [12], [28], [37]. Moreover, it provides extra
reliability, security and protection for the smart grid to handle
the increasing energy demand from residential households.
Along with the fast development of artificial intelligence (AI)
technology, the extended deep learning methods nowadays
are capable of performing very short-term energy consump-
tion forecasting results with spectacularly high prediction
accuracy [7], [22], [29], [34].
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Lei Chen .
However, two difficulties remain as the major obstacles
that hinder the existing data-driven forecasting strategies to
be widely adopted in the smart grid development process.
First, we doubt about the reliability of using pure data-driven
methods on energy consumption prediction for residential
households since the energy consumption patterns for indi-
vidual households can be extremely irregular. Second, tra-
ditional deep learning neural networks, such as the convo-
lutional neural networks (CNNs), require multi-dimensional
inputs to achieve high prediction accuracy. Univariate time
series data, e.g., the energy consumption data, forecasting is
a challenging problem even for deep learning technologies.
In this study, we propose a hybrid deep learning forecasting
framework that combines multiple LSTM neural networks
with stationary wavelet transforms (SWT) to solve the irreg-
ular and univariate individual household energy consumption
forecasting problem. The original energy consumption signal
has been split into multiple more stationarized sub-signals;
and each sub-signal is to be resolved by a corresponding
LSTM neural network. The final forecasting result is a
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combination of multiple LSTM neural network forecast-
ing results using inverse stationary wavelet transform. The
SWT alleviates the volatility and increases the data dimen-
sions, which potentially help improve the LSTM forecasting
accuracy. Furthermore, the ensemble LSTM neural network
enhances the forecasting performance of the proposed frame-
work. Three main contributions of the current work to the
literature are listed as follows:
1) Hybrid deep learning framework combining
wavelet transforms with LSTM neural networks.
A carefully designed hybrid deep learning forecasting
framework combining wavelet transforms and LSTM
neural networks is introduced. The original energy
consumption data collected from individual households
are stationarized by stationary wavelet transform. The
number of wavelet transform is determined by Pear-
son correlation coefficient. In addition, we compared
different types of base wavelets to select the most
appropriate stationary wavelet transform to convert the
original energy consumption data.
2) Ensemble LSTM neural network structure
integrating multiple LSTM neural networks. An
ensemble LSTM neural network structure is con-
structed integrating four LSTM neural networks to
enhance the forecasting accuracy. Each LSTM neu-
ral network corresponds to one transformed signal in
different levels. The stationarized signals potentially
enhance the forecasting capability of each LSTM neu-
ral network, and consequently improve the overall
forecasting accuracy.
3) Remarkable margins comparing the proposed fore-
casting framework with the state-of-art methods.
Different error metrics, namely, root mean squared
error(RMSE), mean absolute percent error (MAPE)
and mean bias error (MBE), are employed to show
the performance comparisons between the proposed
algorithm and the existing methods in the literature.
According to the experimental results, our method out-
performs all compared methods with remarkable mar-
gins in terms of the three error metrics.
II. RELATED WORKS
The forecasting methodologies can be generally categorized
into long-term (more than a year), mid-term (from a month
to a year), short-term (from one day to a month) and very
short-term (within 24 hours) forecasting methods. The fast
development of artificial intelligence (AI) technology pro-
vides an important short-term forecasting solution for time
series data compared to traditional methods, such as physical
simulation models [4], [31], statistical analysis [2], [24] and
regression models [17], [23]. Modern AI techniques, such as
support vector machine (SVM), extreme learning machine
(ELM), artificial neural networks (ANNs) and deep learning
neural networks are employed to perform short-term forecast-
ing tasks in various areas. Grigorievskiy et al. [11] introduced
an optimally pruned extreme learning machine (OP-ELM)
technique to perform long-term time series prediction. The
original ELMwas improved by internal pruning of inessential
neurons. Hu et al. [14] compared modern machine learn-
ing techniques, including SVM, ELM and back-propagation
neural network (BPNN), on the tunnel settlement forecasting
problem. Comprehensive experimental results tested on real-
world datasets were provided to show the effectiveness of AI
technology applications for real-world industrial problems.
Singh and Dwivedi [35] proposed a novel evolutionary algo-
rithm based ANN framework to solve the short-term load
forecasting problem. Benali et al. [3] compared smart persis-
tence, ANN and random forest (RF) to forecasting solar irra-
diance components, including normal beam, horizontal dif-
fuse and global components. The experimental results show
that even with highly irregular solar irradiance data, such as
solar irradiation in spring and autumn, the machine learn-
ing based forecasting model still has an obvious advantage
compared to traditional forecasting models. Bouktif et al. [5]
extended the traditional LSTM neural network by combining
the genetic algorithm (GA) to forecast aggregate load in short
to medium terms.
Modern civilization requires more precise and real-time
forecasting techniques and has moved the short-term fore-
casting to very short-term forecasting, which perfectly
matches the scope of machine learning and deep learning
technologies [25]. Yan et al. [40] designed a hybrid deep
learning methodology that integrates convolutional neural
network (CNN) and long short term memory (LSTM) neu-
ral network to forecast power consumption values in every
five minutes. The forecasting results were further extended
to a time interval of half an hour through a multi-step
forecasting strategy that was proposed by the same study.
Kim et al. [20] proposed a hybrid power demand forecasting
model, combining (c, l)-LSTM and CNN, for very short-term
forecasting. The input sequence consists of multiple [Key,
Context] pairs, where the key value is the power demand
value; and context values include contextual information,
such as temperature, humidity and season. Wang et al. [38]
performed a thirty-minute energy consumption forecasting
for a profile of small and medium enterprises. The pin-
ball loss was used as a guideline for parameter tuning of
the LSTM neural network, instead of the traditional mean
square error (MSE). Imani and Ghassemian [15] combined
discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and collaborative repre-
sentation transform (CRT) to perform very short-term load
forecasting at meter-level. Deng et al. [8] designed a multi-
scale convolutional neural network (MS-CNN) with time
cognition to forecast load in steps of multiple hours. The
proposed model was further strengthened by periodical cod-
ing. Kong et al. [21], [22] designed various LSTM neural
network structures for different household loads, consider-
ing the resident behaviors. The forecasting accuracy using
a single LSTM neural network was not satisfied enough.
Ospina et al. [32] predicted power output for a PV plant
in 30 minutes time interval using ensemble LSTM neural net-
works. Liu et al. [26] predicted wind power changes in very
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FIGURE 1. The overall flowchart of the proposed ensemble deep learning framework for energy consumption
forecasting targeting at individual households.
short term (15 minutes) based on LSTM and discrete wavelet
transform (DWT).
III. METHODOLOGY
A hybrid ensemble deep learning neural network framework
is proposed to perform energy consumption forecasting for
individual households. The original univariate energy con-
sumption data or signal is split into several sub-signals using
stationary wavelet transforms. For each stationarized sub-
signal, exactly one LSTM neural network is employed to
perform the forecasting operation. We believe that the sta-
tionarization of the wavelet transform potentially improves
the LSTM forecasting results. Last, the forecasting results
are integrated using inverse stationary wavelet transform.
The overall flowchart is illustrated in Figure 1. A real-
world dataset containing energy consumption data of five
households located in London, UK is utilized for verification
purposes.
A. DATA DESCRIPTION
The open-source energy consumption data that is used to
verify the correctness and robustness of the proposed method
is collected through remote sensors installed in five differ-
ent family houses in London, United Kingdom (UK) with
the project titled ‘UK-DALE’ [18]. In the original dataset,
the data is collected in 6 seconds interval and only the energy
consumption data in kilowatt-hour is available. We com-
bine multiple entries of the original data and convert it to a
dataset with time interval at 5 minutes. For each household,
we collect 12,000 data samples. Approximately 66.7% of
the data samples are used in to train the proposed hybrid
ensemble deep learning framework. The remaining 33.3% of
the collected data samples are used for testing purposes.
B. LONG SHORT TERM MEMORY NEURAL NETWORK
Long short term memory (LSTM) neural network is a special
form of the recurrent neural network (RNN), which replaces
the original low-cell neurons with cells consisting of more
complex internal structures (Figure 2) [13]. First, it inherits
the special property of RNN, which considers inputs as an
inter-connected time series. Second, the complex internal
structure of LSTM cell resolves the exploding and vanishing
gradients problems [16]. There are four important elements
in the flowchart of LSTM model: cell status, input gate,
forget gate and output gate (Figure 2). The input, forget and
output gates are used to control the update, maintenance and
deletion of information contained in cell status. The forward
computation process can be denoted as:
ft = σ (Wf · [ht−1, xt ]+ bf ), (1)
it = σ (Wi · [ht−1, xt ]+ bi), (2)
C˜t = tanh(WC · [ht−1, xt ]+ bC ), (3)
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FIGURE 2. The internal structure of the proposed LSTM cell.
Ct = ft · Ct−1 + it · C˜t , (4)
ot = σ (Wo · [ht−1, xt ]+ bo), (5)
ht = tanh(Ct ), (6)
where Ct , Ct−1 and C˜t represent current cell status value, last
time frame cell status value and the update for the current cell
status value, respectively. The notations ft , it and ot represent
forget gate, input gate and output gate, respectively. With
proper parameter settings, the output value ht is calculated
based on C˜t andCt−1 values according to Eqs. (4) and (6). All
weights, including: Wf , Wi, WC and Wo, are updated based
on the difference between the output value and the actual
value following back-propagation through time (BPTT)
algorithm [39].
C. STATIONARY WAVELET TRANSFORM
Wavelet transform (WT) is capable to split the original
energy consumption data into more stationary sub-signals.
The two most commonly used classes of WT are Continuous
Wavelet Transform (CWT) and Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) [19].
The stationary wavelet transform (SWT), or discrete
stationary wavelet transform, is an extension of the traditional
DWT, which improves the traditional DWT using up-
sampling instead of down-sampling in each signal sub-
division process to prevent information loss [30]. More
specifically, at each time of transformation, the SWT splits
the original signal into two sub-signals through a high and
low pass filter, respectively, with up-sampling (Figure 3).
The original signal can be reconstructed using a combination
of two sub-signals with inverse pass filters without loss of
information.
Multi-step SWT split the original signal into n sub-signals
through a multi-step transformation through n − 1 SWT
processes (Figure 4). At each step of SWT, the original signal
F(t) is transformed to a more stationarized sub-signal An.
It is evident that through multi-step SWT, the transformed
sub-signal tends to be more stationarized [41]. The origi-
nal signal f (x) can be reconstructed through inverse SWT
processes.
FIGURE 3. Standard stationary wavelet transform. The original signal f (t)
is split into two sub-signals through a high and low pass filter,
respectively, with up-sampling (US).
FIGURE 4. Multi-step stationary wavelet transform process. The original
signal f (t) is split into n+ 1 sub-signals, D1, D2, . . . , Dn and An through n
SWTs.
D. A HYBRID ENSEMBLE LSTM NEURAL NETWORK
The proposed hybrid ensemble LSTM neural network is
depicted in Figure 1. As a necessary pre-processing step,
the process of determining several important parameters
is described in this subsection, including the selection of
wavelet basis function and the number of SWT in the entire
framework. These parameters are essential to guarantee the
functionality of the proposed framework and the effective-
ness of predicting energy consumption patterns for individual
households.
1) SELECTING WAVELET BASIS FUNCTION
The entire UK-DALE dataset is divided into training and test-
ing parts. For each household, the energy consumption data of
a whole year in 2015 was collected. The first nine months of
energy consumption data were treated as the training dataset.
And the remaining three months’ data was used in the testing
phase.
There are a number of different wavelet basis functions
available in the literature. The selection of a suitable wavelet
basis function is crucial in the pre-processing stage. In this
section, we compared most of the state-of-art wavelet basis
functions, including Daubechies (db), Haar (haar), Symlets
(sym), Coiflets (coif), Reverse biorthogonal (rbio), Biorthog-
onal (bior) and Discrete approximation of Meyer (dmey)
wavelets, on the training dataset of the UK-DALE dataset.
There is only one SWT performed. The mean absolute errors
(MAE) [6] between the reconstructed signals f (x)′ and the
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FIGURE 5. The reconstruction errors using different wavelet basis
functions using the UK-DALE dataset.
FIGURE 6. Averaged reconstruction errors of all tested wavelet basis
functions.
original signals f (x) are shown as the reconstruction errors
in Figure 5. According to the averaged reconstruction errors
(Figure 6), Daubechies (db) wavelet reaches the minimum,
which is selected as the wavelet basis function in the proposed
hybrid ensemble LSTM framework.
2) DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF SWTs
The second parameter that is crucial in the pre-processing
phase is the number of SWTs that are carried out on the orig-
inal energy consumption pattern. We employed the Pearson
correlation coefficient (PCC) (Pf (x),fd ) to help determine the
most appropriate number of SWTs according to Equation 7,
where f (x) is the original energy consumption pattern; fd =
6Nj=1Dj is the combination of all high pass sub-signals; and
cov(f (x), fd ) denotes the covariance between f (x) and fd . The
PCC indicates the consistency before and after the SWTs.
Pf (x),fd =
cov(f (x), fd )
σx · σy , (7)
f (x) = fd + AN , where AN is the only low pass sub-signal,
according to the multi-step SWT process shown in Figure 4.
The variance of PPC levels between fd and f (x), corre-
sponding to the number of SWTs is shown in Figure 7. It is
evident that after three times of SWTs, the fd has the highest
PPC value with the original signal. As a result, we adopt
FIGURE 7. Pearson correlation coefficient level versus the number of
SWTs. The figure clearly show that three time SWTs are most appropriate
for the pre-processing phase.
FIGURE 8. With three times SWTs, the original energy consumption
pattern is split into four sub-signals: D1, D2, D3 and A3.
the three times SWTs in the comparative experiments in
Section IV.
IV. RESULTS
The simulation results were performed with a personal
computer with the configuration and environment: Intel
Core(TM) i7-7700HQ CPU @ 2.8 GHZ, NVIDIA, GeForce
GTX1050Ti graphics card, Python 3.6.5 (64-bit), Tensorflow
with version 1.8.0 and Keras 2.6.1. There are in total five
households energy consumption datasets collected by the
UK-DALE project for the whole year of 2015. For each
dataset, nine months of the energy consumption data were
used as the training set. The remaining three months’ data
formed the testing set. The decomposition results of applying
SWT three times on the household 1 training dataset is shown
in Figure 8. With the three times SWTs, the original energy
consumption pattern is decomposed into four sub-signals:D1,
D2, D3 and A3.
The energy consumption forecasting results of the
proposed hybrid ensemble deep learning framework are com-
pared with four state-of-art methods, including the persistent
method [9], support vector regression (SVR) [42], single
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TABLE 1. The hyperparameters for all models that have been tested in the experiments, including the numbers of hidden layers, the numbers of neurons
in each layer, the optimizer and the batch sizes.
TABLE 2. A comparative study performed using the proposed method (Prop.) with four state-of-art methods, including the persistent model (Pers.),
support vector regression (SVR), single LSTM neural network (LSTM) and the hybrid CNN-LSTM forecasting framework (CNN-LSTM) on 5 minutes step size
data.
TABLE 3. Results of the comparative study performed on 10 minutes step-size data.
TABLE 4. Results of the comparative study performed on 20 minutes step-size data.
TABLE 5. Results of the comparative study performed on 30 minutes step-size data.
LSTM neural network [10] and the hybrid CNN-LSTM
forecasting framework [40]. The hyperparameters of LSTM,
CNN-SLTM and the proposed SWT-LSTM models are opti-
mized and listed in Table 1. The C and γ values for the
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FIGURE 9. Forecasting results for five households energy consumption data collected by the UK-DALE project with time step length at 5 minutes.
FIGURE 10. Forecasting results for five households energy consumption data collected by the UK-DALE project with time step length at 10 minutes.
SVR model are automatically optimized using grid search
algorithm [27]. The forecasting results comparison is per-
formed using three well-known error metrics that are root-
mean-square error (RMSE), mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE) [33] and mean bias error (MBE) with different step
lengths. The detailed equations of the three error metrics are

















where yi is an actual testing sample value; yˆi is the prediction
result of yi; and N is the total number of testing samples.
The forecasting results with step lengths of 5minutes, 10min-
utes; 20 minutes and 30 minutes are shown in Tables from 2
to 5, respectively. In addition, we illustrate the forecasting
performance on the five households energy consumption data
(partially) in Figures 9 - 12.
In average, the RMSE, MAPE and MBE values of the
proposed method are lower than those of the other methods
(Tables 2-5). In Table 2, while the step size is at 5 min-
utes, for the households 2, 4 and 5, the proposed method
has slightly higher error rates compared to CNN-LSTM.
According to the data description provided by the UK-DALE
project, the data collected from households 2, 4 and 5 are
less volatile. The energy consumption curves for households
1 and 3 are relatively more active. The results in Table 2
suggests that the proposed method is more suitable for active
energy consumption data forecasting compared with existing
approaches. Moreover, for step sizes at 10, 20 and 30 minutes
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FIGURE 11. Forecasting results for five households energy consumption data collected by the UK-DALE project with time step length at 20 minutes.
FIGURE 12. Forecasting results for five households energy consumption data collected by the UK-DALE project with time step length at 30 minutes.
TABLE 6. The averaged training time for all tested methods in Section IV.
(Tables 3-5), the proposed method has more accurate fore-
casting results compared to the persistent method, SVR,
LSTM and CNN-LSTM for all households datasets, which
justifies that the performance of the proposed method
becomes more stable while the step size increases.
V. CONCLUSION
This study proposed a hybrid ensemble deep learning
framework aiming at the energy consumption forecasting
problem of individual households. First, the original energy
consumption data is stationarized using multiple stationary
wavelet transform (SWT), which results in a decompo-
sition of the original signal into multiple sub-signals.
Second, each sub-signal is treated as an independent time
series data. A long short term memory (LSTM) neural net-
work is attached to each sub-signal and produces forecasting
results. The SWT pre-processing phase is considered poten-
tially improving the forecasting accuracy of LSTM neural
networks. Last, the forecasting results are integrated using
inverse SWT.
We carefully select the two parameters of the SWT pre-
processing phase, namely, the wavelet basis function and
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the number of SWTs performed. The forecasting accuracy is
compared with state-of-art methods, including SVR, LSTM
and CNN-LSTM. The averaged training time for the four
compared methods are listed in Table 6. Based on the results
listed in Tables II-VI, SVR requires the shortest training
time but performs the worst in term of forecasting accuracy.
The proposed SWT-LSTM framework produces the most
accurate forecasting results with reasonable training time on
various time horizons, including 5, 10, 20 and 30 minutes.
In the future, the SWT-LSTM will be tested with more real-
world energy consumption data other than the UK-DALE
dataset.
Another future work of this study is to employ the clus-
tering technique to further improve the forecasting accuracy
and apply the implemented hybrid ensemble deep learning
framework to other application fields, such as the solar energy
generation forecasting problem.
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